
ESSAY SAMPLES TOEFL

Second, is the Independent Essay, where you will give a personal response to a specific question. The following sample
essays demonstrate the types of.

If you could change one important thing about your hometown, what would you change? Sample Response  In
support of this idea, the lecturer brings up the point that the decrease in work productivity due to the overuse
of social media has cost some businesses billions of dollars in lost revenue. He says that the theory stated in
the passage was very different and somewhat inaccurate when compared to what happened for real. However,
the lecturer disputes this point. Complete our writing lessons to ensure you know what characteristics a
high-scoring TOEFL essay should have. Secondly, the reading states that aside from sea otters other small sea
animals also decreased in population due to pollution. Finally, the reading claims that social media is a huge
distraction for people. By examining three specific examplesâ€”personal computers, The Lion in Winter, and
vaccinesâ€”this essay will demonstrate that this improvement has, indeed, taken place. Other people, however,
argue that it is beneficial in many ways for children to take part in the household work. This is called
coherence and is done using transitions. Practice timed writing before the day of the test. Lecture: pause As
you can see, the main points of the lecture contradict the main points in the reading passage. How about
sample essays? It provides one direct question and you have thirty minutes to write. In my opinion, I disagree
with the statement; I think it is more important for people to study math and science. Others say that
advertisements tell us about new products that may improve our lives. The three main points made in the
reading are effectively supported by the lecturer. Compare the advantage and disadvantage of one subject. Use
specific reasons to support your answer. He says that if the sea otters had been killed by pollutants in water,
they would have been found on shores. Rather than choosing between two things or two opinions, you are
typically not limited in your choice. Do you think this is a good idea? These negative attributes make social
media a dangerous and controversial set of tools. The passage says that groups are nore responsive than
individuals because of the number of people involved and their aggregated resources. Integrated Writing
Example Prompt You have three minutes to read the following passage and take notes. If students do not
continue to learn math and science, then more technologies of the future like this one may never be created.
Below are two of the best. To begin with, social media has created a false sense of connectivity and friendship.
Environmental pollution usually affects an entire ecosystem instead of just one species.


